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PANDA at FAIR - Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research

Accelerator facility at Darmstadt (GSI)
under construction

Primary beams: Protons up to 30GeV/c,
heavy ion beams up to 35GeV/c (U92+)

Secondary beams: Radioactive beams,
antiprotons up to 15GeV/c

PANDA at FAIR:
Located at slow ramping synchrotron
storage ring for internal target (HESR)
Cooled p̄ beam

Mode High High

Luminosity Resolution

∆p/p ≈ 10−4 4 · 10−5

L [cm−2s−1] 1032 1031
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The PANDA -Experiment

p̄p annihilation, fixed hydrogen target
p̄ momenta: 1.5 GeV/c - 15 GeV/c

Hadron spectroscopy
Light mesons
Charmonium
Open charm
Search for exotics
Baryons (double strange,
charmed)

Proton structure
Mesons in nuclei
Hypernuclei

Exclusive studies require full reconstruction of final states
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The PANDA -Detector
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The Tracking Detectors: The Micro Vertex Detector

Innermost detector, closest to primary interaction vertices
Essential for precise determination of secondary decay vertices
Barrel shell structure (4 layers), disk structure (6 pieces) in
forward direction

Double sided silicon strip
detectors, pixel detectors

time resolution 6 ns

pixel 28 µm pos. res.

strips 14 µm pos. res.

vertex resolution 50 µm
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The Tracking Detectors: The Straw Tube Tracker

4200 Ar/CO2 (90/10) filled Al-mylar drift tubes
Arranged in cylindrical volume around MVD
Avalanche multiplication: gain ≈ 100

Inner radius 15 cm

Outer radius 42 cm

Tube diameter 10 mm

Tube length 150 cm

ρ/φ plane resolution 150 µm

z resolution 1 mm

FAIR/Pbar/Technical Design Report - TRK i

Technical Design Report for the:

PANDA
Straw Tube Tracker

(AntiProton Annihilations at Darmstadt)

Strong Interaction Studies with Antiprotons

PANDA Collaboration

STT
PANDA
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The Forward Spectrometer: Forward Tracker

Based on 10 mm diameter straw tubes as in central tracker
Momentum acceptance better than 0.03 × p̄beam
(Bdipole scaled according to p̄beam)
Three pairs of planer tracking stations in front, behind and
inside (for low momentum particles) magnet yoke

L. Schmitt, Status of PANDA  

Forward TrackingForward Tracking

Tracking in Forward Spectrometer

 3 stations with 2 chambers each

 FT1&2 : between solenoid and dipole
 FT3&4 : in the dipole gap
 FT5&6 : large chambers behind dipole

 Straw tubes arranged in double layers
27 µm thin mylar tubes, 1 cm Ø
Stability by 1 bar overpressure

 4 projections  0°/±5°/0° per chamber

Present status

 Optimisation of setup: FT6 before RICH
 Final simulation ongoing
 Preparation of half plane of FT5 
 Preparations for PANDA Phase 0
@HADES based on FT3 & FT5 modules

Modular
layout

Coverage ± 10◦ horizontally

± 5◦ vertically

Position

resolution 0.1 mm / layer

∆p/p < 1 %
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The Tracking Detectors: The PANDA -GEMs

L. Schmitt, Status of PANDA  

Forward GEM TrackerForward GEM Tracker

Forward Tracking inside Solenoid

 3 stations with 4 projections each
➔ Radial, concentric, x, y 

 Central readout plane for 2 GEM stacks
 Large area GEM foils developed at CERN
 (50µm Kapton, 2-5µm copper coating)

 ADC readout for cluster centroids
➔  Approx. 35000 channels total

 Challenge to minimize material

Station No. 1 2 3 4

Weight [kg] 20 20 30 40

Distance to target [cm] 81 117 153 189

Outer diameter [cm] 90 90 112 148

Resolution trajectory position < 100 µm
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Particle Identification

Accurate PID key requirement to unveal many aspects
of PANDA physics program
Various dedicated high developed PID systems
able to classify particle species over whole kinematic range:

Cherenkov detectors: DIRCs, RICH
Time of flight systems
Muon detection system

TIPP'17, May 23, Beijing                                   Roman Dzhygadlo 4/17

DIRCs in PANDA

     Two DIRC detectors for hadronic PID:

 Barrel DIRC

German in-kind contribution to PANDA

Goal: 3 s.d. π/K separation up to 3.5 GeV/c

 Endcap Disc DIRC

Goal: 4 s.d. π/K separation up to 4 GeV/c

Barrel DIRC

Disc DIRC

antiproton momentum: 7 GeV/c

EvtGen kaon phase space example

Endcap Disc DIRC for PANDA at FAIR 

Mustafa SCHMIDT, 23.05

R1, Particle identification
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R1, Particle identification
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Particle Identification: The PANDA Barrel DIRC

DIRC: Detection of Internally Reflected Cherenkov light
Compact fused silica (quartz) bars, spherical lenses, prisms
MCP-PMT read out: excellent timing, B-field performance

TIPP'17, May 23, Beijing                                   Roman Dzhygadlo 5/17

Detection of Internally Reflected Cherenkov Light

Novel type of Ring Imaging CHerenkov detector 

based on total internal reflection of Cherenkov light.

 Charged particle traversing radiator with 

refractive index (n
1
 ≈ 1.47) and β = v/c > 1/n 

emits Cherenkov photons on cone with half 

opening angle cos θc = 1/βn(λ).

 Some photons are always totally internally 

reflected for β≈1 tracks.

 Radiator and light guide: polished, long 

rectangular bar made from Synthetic Fused 

Silica (“Quartz”).

 Proven to work (BABAR-DIRC).

DIRC Principle

β > 1/n cos ΘC=1/β n(λ)

n radiator 1.47

π/K separation 3 σ (up tp 3.5 GeV/c)

γ time res. 100 ps

PMT channels 10000

The Barrel DIRC Detector for the PANDA 
Experiment at FAIR

Roman Dzhygadlo (GSI)

for the PANDA Cherenkov Group

TIPP 2017 conference

 PANDA experiment

 Barrel DIRC design

 Expected performance

 Validation in beam tests

 Summary & outlook

The PANDA Cherenkov Group:The PANDA Cherenkov Group:Thomas Held (Ruhr-Universität Bochum) The Detector of the PANDA -Experiment at FAIR
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Particle Identification: The PANDA Barrel DIRC

3.3 DIRC PID Performance 13
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Figure 3.2: Phase space map of the achievable ⇡/K
separation power in standard deviations without a ded-
icated Cherenkov detector in the TS region. The map is
based on 5 ·106 single track kaon/pion events simulated
and reconstructed with the PandaRoot framework.

Figure 3.3: Schematic of the basic DIRC principle.

The radiator for a DIRC counter is typically a
highly-polished bar made of synthetic fused silica.
The average Cherenkov angle for synthetic fused sil-
ica (n = 1.473 at 380 nm) is shown as a function of
the particle momentum in Fig. 3.4 (top). For a par-
ticle with � ⇡ 1 some of the photons will always be
trapped inside the radiator due to total internal re-
flection and propagate towards the ends of the bar.
A mirror is attached to the forward end of the bar
to redirect the photons to the backward (readout)
end. If the bar is rectangular and highly polished
the magnitude of the Cherenkov angle will be con-
served during the reflections until the photon exits
the radiator via optional focusing optics into the ex-
pansion volume (EV). The Cherenkov ring expands
in the EV to transform the position information
of the photon at the end of the bar into a direc-
tion measurement by determining the positions on
the detector plane. By combining the particle mo-
mentum measurements, provided by the tracking

detectors, with the photon direction and propaga-
tion time obtained by the photon sensor pixel, the
Cherenkov angle and the corresponding PID likeli-
hoods are determined.

Figure 3.4: Top: Cherenkov angle as function of the
particle momentum for charged particles in synthetic
fused silica. Bottom: Cherenkov angle difference in syn-
thetic fused silica for pions and kaons, kaons and pro-
tons, and for pions and protons.

3.3 DIRC PID Performance

The PID performance of a DIRC counter is driven
by the Cherenkov track angle resolution �C , which
can be written as

�2
C = �2

C,�/N� + �2
track, (3.2)

where N� is the number of detected photons and
�C,� is the resolution of the Cherenkov angle mea-
surement per photon (single photon resolution,
SPR). �track is the uncertainty of the track direction
within the DIRC, which is dominated by multiple
scattering and the resolution of the PANDA track-
ing detectors, which is expected to be about 2 mrad
for high-momentum particles in the barrel region.

TIPP'17, May 23, Beijing                                   Roman Dzhygadlo 19/17

Simulation and Reconstruction

Event 

generation

Particle 

transport

Digitization

Hit Finder

Reconstruction

Gean3, Geant4

Geometry/material

Front-
coated

mirror 

Eljen EJ-550 
optical 
grease

Epotek 301-2 
glue

Expansion 
volume 
(Tank/Prism)

Radiator 
(narrow 
bars/plate)

Focusing 
(different 
lenses)

MCP-
PMT

Radiator bar dimensions:
17 mm × 53 mm × 2400 mm

48 radiator bars in 16 sectors
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Particle Identification: The PANDA Barrel TOF system

Low momentum particle PID (< 1 GeV/c)
Excellent time resolution of ≈ 100 ps
System of scintillator tiles read out by SiPMs (two sides)
Light weight construction

The PANDA barrel-TOF detector

M. Böhma, A. Lehmanna, for the PANDA TOF Group

aPhysikalisches Institut IV, Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg, Erwin-Rommel-Straße 1, D-91058 Erlangen, Germany

The PANDA experiment at the new Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research (FAIR) at GSI in Darmstadt, Germany, is
a fixed target experiment with antiprotons colliding with stationary targets, in particular hydrogen. Among others the main
goals of the experiment are studies of open questions in hadron physics by performing charmonium spectroscopy and inves-
tigating possible exotic states as glueballs and hybrids. The PANDA detector will include a barrel-TOF subdetector system
for multiple reasons: its main purpose is the identification of low momentum particles with � < 0.7. These particle the DIRC
detectors can not detect, because they do not produce Cherenkov light in the radiators. For an assumed time resolution of �
= 100 ps a three standard deviation separation power for ⇡/K separation is obtained up to at least 430 MeV/c. In addition the
TOF detector will deliver a seed for the track reconstruction by providing a 3D starting point and time information. Because
the PANDA experiment will run without a hardware trigger the TOF detector will also serve as a software trigger for event
selection. Furthermore the barrel-TOF detector will be a preshower detector that can detect whether a gamma has already
showered before it would have reached the electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC).

The barrel-TOF detector will be placed between the barrel DIRC detector and the EMC, ⇠50 cm radially away from the
interaction point, with the readout electronics placed at the upstream end of the detector. It covers polar angles between 22�

and 140� using a barrel arrangement around the strawtube tracker (STT). The detector must have a small footprint of  2 cm
thickness to fit between the DIRC and EMC. Also a time resolution of � < 100 ps is mandatory to fulfill the requirements.

Figure 1: Left: barrel arrangement of the 16 super modules mounted with one SciTil module enlarged. Right: scintillating tile module with 4 SiPMs at the
opposite sides.

For the implementation of the TOF detector it is planned to use EJ-232 scintillating tiles (SciTil) with a size of 85 ⇥
28.5 ⇥ 5 mm3 with four equidistantly placed SiPMs with 3 ⇥ 3 mm2 active area glued to both 28.5 ⇥ 5 mm2 sides. The
four SiPMs per side will be connected in series or in a “hybrid” connection, a mixture of serial and parallel connection.
With this the time resolution can be improved because the capacitance of the readout channel is decreased, what leads to
faster rising signals. Also the number of readout channels is significantly reduced, compared to reading out every SiPM. One
double-layer PCB spanning glued to two scintillators form one module. These modules will then be assembled to a super
module, a 2460 ⇥ 180 mm2 PCB with connections for the modules and front-end readout electronics. The super modules
can hold 60 modules, forming an active area of 1800 ⇥ 180 mm2 (disregarding gaps). For the PANDA experiment 16 super
modules form the barrel-TOF detector.

IThis work is supported by BMBF.

1

Scintillator plastic (EJ-228 or EJ-232)

Read out SiPM (Hamamatsu)

FEE TOF PET ASIC (PETsys electronics)
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Electromagnetic Calorimetry

PANDA physics: Complete reconstruction of multi-photon and
lepton-pair channels of utmost importance
Good energy and spatial resolution for photons up to 15 GeV
High yield and background rejection
Target spectrometer: Homogenius barrel part plus two endcaps
Forward spectrometer: Sampling calorimeter

Energy threshold 10 MeV

Spacial coverage 99 % of 4π

Single crystal rate up to 1 MHz

Thomas Held (Ruhr-Universität Bochum) The Detector of the PANDA -Experiment at FAIR
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Electromagnetic Calorimetry: The Target Calorimeter

2nd generation PbWO4 (PWO-II), improved light yield,
radiation hardness, 15744 crystals
Operating at -25 ◦C (× 4 light yield)
Read out: Large area APDs (2 per crystal), vacuum photo
tetrodes (inner forward endcap)

Radiation length 0.9 cm

Molière radius 2.1 cm

Crystal dimensions 20 × 2.5 × 2.5 cm3

Time resolution ≤ 1 ns (> 100 MeV)

Energy res. σE
E

1%⊕ 2%√
E [GeV ]

Spacial resolution ≤ 1.5 mm
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Electromagnetic Calorimetry: The Forward Calorimeter

Shashlik type sampling calorimeter

Lead absorbers, plastic
scintillators, PMT readout
5.5 × 5.5 cm2 cells

21

4 The Design of the FSC

The concept of the FSC design is based on the ex-
isting experience with the KOPIO project at BNL,
USA. The structure of the detector is composed of
lead plates as passive absorber and organic scintil-
lator tiles as active elements. The development is
performed in three iterations with di↵erent and con-
tinuously improving performance and better adap-
tation to the PANDA needs. The main mechanical
properties of the PANDA FSC are compiled in Ta-
ble 4.1.

4.1 The FSC components,
geometry and dimensions

The FSC is located behind the dipole magnet of the
PANDA Forward Spectrometer, just downstream of
the RICH detector, and is designed in planar geom-
etry, covering the most forward angular range up to
5� in the vertical and 10� in the horizontal direc-
tion. The exact position and the dimensions of the
FSC are defined by the size of the central hole in
the forward endcap EMC of the Target Spectrom-
eter [1]. The active volume of the FSC consists of
54⇥28 cells. The overall dimensions of the detector
frame are 3.6 m in width and 2.2 m in height.

The main parts of the FSC are 378 modules, the
support frame, the moving system, the electron-
ics and monitoring system, and cable trays. Ac-
cording to the design requirements, the calorime-
ter setup consists of two sections which are tied to-
gether with bolts and positioning pins during the
FSC operation. Each section is divided into two
zones, separated by a 30 mm thick aluminium-alloy
back-plate. In front of the back-plate and attached
to it in the axial direction, are the modules which
house the scintillator- and lead-plate arrangement
of the shashlyk calorimeter. Photo detectors, elec-
tronics and cable trays are located behind the back-
plate. A global view of the FSC setup is sketched
in Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2 as seen from the front side
and the back side, respectively.

The FSC detector covers an active area of
1540⇥2970 mm2 and consists of two sections to
facilitate the installation and maintenance proce-
dures. The depth of the detector along the beam
line is 1150 mm which results from the characteris-
tic module length (1033 mm) and additional space
for the front-side monitoring system (20 mm) and

Figure 4.1: Sketch of the global view of the FSC as
seen from the front side.

Figure 4.2: Sketch of the global view of the FSC as
seen from the back side.

the back-side cable trays (97 mm). The main outer
dimensions of the calorimeter in the closed position,
i.e., when both sections are tied together, are given
in the technical drawing in Fig. 4.3. The hole in the
detector provides enough room for the HESR beam
pipe. The size of the hole is 3⇥3 modules. During
the design of the FSC frame the diameter of the
beam pipe changed several times. The beam pipe
hole in the FSC was also changed accordingly. The
previous design contained a hole of 2⇥2 modules.
Some of the pictures in this TDR may refer to the
old design of the beam hole.

24 PANDA - Strong interaction studies with antiprotons

Figure 4.4: The global dimensions of a shashlyk FSC module of Type-2.

Figure 4.5: 3D view of the stack of scintillator tiles
locked by LEGO-type pins and holes.

Figure 4.6: A global view of the assembled FSC mod-
ule without PMT compartment.

of a module revealing the components: the front-
side pressure plate, four posts and the front cover
with fastening screws. Figure 4.9 shows an exploded
view of the fully assembled module with photo de-
tectors, HV bases with protection tubes, details of
the monitoring system connector, and fastening nut
to fix the module to the FSC back plate.

Figure 4.7: A back-side exploded view of the FSC
module.

4.2.1 Plastic scintillator plates

The lateral dimensions of a single cell are close to
the Molière radius of 59.8 mm. In order to im-
prove the light collection, the scintillator tiles are
placed between reflector sheets of 0.15 - 0.2 mm
thick Tyvek-paper and the side faces are covered
with white reflector paint. The scintillator material
is made of polystyrene doped with 1.5 % parater-
phenyle and 0.04 % POPOP. The tiles are produced
at IHEP Protvino exploiting the injection moulding
technology and have 36 holes for the light collecting
WLS fibres. An earlier version of the mould had to

σE
E

1%⊕ 2−3%√
E [GeV ]

Ethresh 10-20 MeV

Spatial resolution 3.5 mm

Cell rate 1 MHz

Total dose 10 kGy

Number of cells 1512
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The Magnets

Ideal combination of superconducting solenoid (target region)
and dipole (forward spectrometer, below 5◦/10◦)

Solenoid Dipole

Field 2 T 1 T

Diameter inner/outer 1.9/2.3 m 1 m × 3 m opening

Length 4.9 m 2.5 m

Weight 300 t 220 t

Technical Design Report for the

PANDA
(Antiproton Annihilations at Darmstadt)

Strong Interaction Studies with Antiprotons

Solenoid and Dipole
Spectrometer Magnets

The PANDA Collaboration

February 2009

Solenoid:
Instrumented flux return
Field inhomogeneity ≤ 2 %

Dipole ramping operation fully synchronous with storage ring,
ramp speed 1.25 %/s

Thomas Held (Ruhr-Universität Bochum) The Detector of the PANDA -Experiment at FAIR
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Data Aquisition

High interaction rate, wide physics objectives: triggerless DAQ

Time
distribution:
SODA

Time tag /
hit

Selection
after event
building

L. Schmitt, Status of PANDA  

PPANDA Data AcquisitionANDA Data Acquisition

Self triggered readout

Components:
Time distribution: SODA
Intelligent frontends
Powerful compute nodes
High speed network

Data Flow:
Data reduction
Local feature extraction
Data burst building
Event selection
Data logging after 
online reconstruction

Detector 

Frontends

Data 

Concentrators

Burst Building

Network

Compute Nodes:

1st level selecton

Computer Farm:

2nd level selecton

Storage 

SODA SODA SODA SODA

SODA SODA

SODASODA
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Timeline

Detector component construction
started in 2014
Most/all phase 1 TDRs completed in
2017/2018
Mounting of the detector in PANDA
hall starting 2021
Comissioning 2024
PANDA -experiment will be operational
from 2025 on

Doing hadron physics from p̄p
collisions
Unveil many of today’s QCD puzzles

L. Schmitt, Status of PANDA  

PPANDA TDR ScheduleANDA TDR Schedule

Submission 2017:

Luminosity Detector

Barrel Time of Flight

Forward Time of Flight

Forward Tracking

Submission 2018/19:

GEM Tracker

Detector Controls

DAQ and Computing

Phase 2:

Hypernuclear Setup

Pellet Target

Disc DIRC

Forward RICH

System

PANDA PHASE 1

Target Spectrometer EMC 08/08/2008

Solenoid 05/21/2009

Dipole 05/21/2009

Micro Vertex Detector (MVD) 02/26/2013

Straw Tube Tracker (STT) 01/29/2013

Cluster Jet Target 08/28/2013

Muon System 09/22/2014

03/03/2016

Barrel DIRC 22/9/2016 9/2017

Luminosity Detector 30/3/2017 12/2017

Barrel Time of Flight (TOF) 11/4/2017 12/2017

Forward TOF 6/2017 12/2017

Forward Tracking 10/2017 5/2018

Controls 12/2017 9/2018

DAQ 12/2018 6/2019

Planar GEM Trackers 12/2018 6/2019

PANDA PHASE 2

9/2017 3/2018

Forward RICH 12/2017 6/2018

Pellet Target 12/2017 6/2018

9/2018 3/2019
Status  11/04/2017

Submission 
ExpectedSubmis

sion Expected

M3 (Approval)
Expected M3M3

(Approval)
Expected M3

Forward Shashlyk Calorimeter

Endcap Disc DIRC

Hypernuclear Setup

For the items “Interaction Region”, “Supports” and “Supplies” no
TDRs are planned, only specification documents.

Computing TDR together with FAIR Computing TDR:
FAIR Computing CDR mid of 2018
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